Abstract-In this paper, we present and evaluate a system for performing logical-time synchronised Range Queries over data in the context of parallel and distributed simulations of MultiAgent Systems (MAS). MAS are often extremely complex and simulation is commonly used to understand their behaviour or investigate the implications of alternative agent architectures. Range Queries are widely used in various fields such as Peer to Peer systems, Wireless communications or Database systems. They are key to many MAS models as they are commonly used to represent the spatial perceptive abilities of the agents in the MAS.
I. INTRODUCTION
An agent can be viewed as a self-contained, concurrently executing thread of control that encapsulates some state and communicates with its environment and possibly other agents via message passing. The environment of an agent is that part of the world or computational system within which the agent is situated. The environment may contain other agents whose environments are disjoint with or only partially overlap with the environment of a given agent. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [1] are often extremely complex and it can be difficult to formally verify their properties. As a result, design and implementation remains largely experimental, and experimental approaches are likely to remain important for the foreseeable future. In this context, simulation [2] has a key role to play in the development of agent-based systems, allowing the agent designer to learn more about the behaviour of a system or to investigate the implications of alternative architectures and the agent researcher to probe the relationships between agent architectures, environments and behaviour.
Although real MAS software frameworks and the realworld systems that MAS simulations represent are continuous systems, MAS simulations are typically implemented as 1 Discrete Systems. Since a MAS is a complex system, small perturbations in event sequences or agent decisions early on in the play-out of a simulation can radically change the results. A Discrete System approach in which the simulation progresses by atomic state changes at discrete intervals, allows such simulations to produce more robust and repeatable results [3] .
There are two ways of designing discrete models, TimeStepped and Event driven. Time-Stepped models progress by changing the state from one time step to another, where the simulation is divided into an equal number of steps. Event driven models change the state of the system by discrete events. Discrete Event Simulation (DES) models [4] are generally implemented as a queue of events each having a logical timestamp. A loop iterates over the queue, at each iteration dequeuing and executing the event with the lowest timestamp. The execution of an event may cause both transitions in the state of the system and also insert new events in to the queue to be executed in the future. However, the computational requirements of many multi-agent systems far exceed the conventional sequential computer systems. This creates a need for Parallel and Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) solutions which allow a DES to harness the larger computational resources offered by parallel machines.
In PDES, a simulation model is decomposed into Logical Processes (LPs), which are internally driven by a DES scheduling algorithm described above. In addition to populating the local schedule with new events, each LP can also receive external events from other LPs that are then scheduled locally with reference to a single global notion of logical time. The scheduling algorithm can create new local or external events to other LPs.
Within such a PDES system, some synchronisation algorithm is required to make sure that events are processed in increasing timestamp order regardless of whether they are locally or externally generated. This condition is called the Local Causality Constraint (LCC). In a parallel environment, it is difficult to ensure the LCC. There are two main algorithms proposed [5] , one is the Conservative approach, which restricts the progress of an LP through logicaly time such that events are only processed if they are guaranteed not to violate the LCC and the other is the Optimistic approach, which does not restrict the progress of an LP but instead provides a mechanism for an LP to rollback processed events should an event arrive subsequently which would cause the LCC to be violated (such events are known as stragglers).
Even with such algorithms, many challenges remain in efficiently distributing a MAS simulation in a PDES environment. The next section gives a brief overview of the PDES-MAS (Parallel Discrete Event Simulation for Multi-Agent Systems) [2] framework, which is a PDES kernel specifically designed for this task.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the PDES-MAS kernel for Parallel Simulation of MAS. Section III introduces the problem of providing a logicaltime synchronised Range Query operation in this setting and details the design for this system. Section IV explores the behaviour and performance of this system for different MAS simulation behaviours. Finally, Section V presents future work to be carried out in this area.
II. PDES-MAS
Like all PDES systems, the PDES-MAS framework [2] divides the simulation into a network of concurrently executing Logical Processes (LPs), each maintaining and processing disjoint state spaces of the system. State changes are modeled as time stamped events in the simulation. From an LP's point of view, there are two types of events, namely internal events, which only have an impact on the modeled state of the given LP, and external events which have a direct effect on the modeled state of other LPs. External events are modeled as timestamped messages exchanged between the LPs.
The state of the simulation in PDES-MAS is modeled as a vector of state variables. In PDES-MAS state is considered to be either private or shared. Private state variables are entirely encapsulated by a single LP and never updated directly by external events, only by internal ones (an example may be a variable modeling the intentions of an agent in the MAS). Shared State Variables (SSVs) are the subject of access and update by events from multiple LPs. Generally SSVs represent the MAS environment in which the agents are situated (see section ??, note that this includes publicly accessible portions of an agent's state, such as its position).
Two types of LP exist in a PDES-MAS simulation. Agent Logical Processes (ALPs) are responsible for modeling the behaviour of the agents in the MAS. This includes the processing of sense data, the modeling of behavioural processes (such as planning or ruleset evaluation) and the generation of the new actions. ALPs store only private state variables and no SSVs. The set of SSVs are maintained by another LP type: Communication Logical Processes (CLPs). Correspondingly, CLPs contain no private state variables, and no ongoing modeling process, they exist solely to provide ALPs the ability to read and write the SSV set via the exchange of timestamped messages.
Managing the shared state in a single CLP in this manner is potentially a bottleneck. Instead PDES-MAS distributes the entire vector of SSVs across a set of CLPs. An ALP is connected to a single CLP, with any accesses to SSVs held by another CLP being forwarded until they reach their destination. The set of LPs is thus arranged in to a sparsely connected graph and, more specifically, a tree of with ALPs as leaf nodes and CLPs as the root and intermediate nodes.
This arrangement is depicted in Figure 1 .
A CLP is responsible for synchronising the read/write events it receives from ALPs. To achieve this, each SSV is associated with a list of Write Periods representing the values taken by the variable at different logical times through the simulation. If a write period is subsequently invalidated by a straggler write, any ALPs which read that period must be rolled back.
Within the PDES-MAS system several factors can effect performance. The degree of optimism with which an LP progresses will effect the frequency of (expensive) rollback operations, this has been investigated in [6] . The distribution and movement of SSVs around the CLP tree in order to balance load and minimise access latency has also been investigated [7] , [8] . Both of these strands of research in the PDES-MAS system have focused on the basic read and write operations described above. These operations assume an ALP has global knowledge of the set of existing SSV ids and issues individual reads and writes over this universe. This paper conversely describes the implementation of the Range Query operation. This operation provides an ALP the ability to access all SSVs whose value lies within a given range predicate and is the subject of the following sections.
III. RANGE QUERIES IN PDES-MAS
A standard read operation in PDES-MAS requests the value of an SSV by specifying the id of the SSV. The kernel handles this by forwarding the message to the CLP hosting the specified SSV. This in turn relies on each CLP maintaining a map from SSV id to forwarding port.
In the case of a Range Query operation, this map is of no use since it records only the ids of SSVs, not their values. Without additional information CLPs would need to flood a Range Query message to ensure all SSVs are evaluated against it. The design options for implementing this operation in a more efficient manner were explored in [7] . This section details the implementation of one such design -a Range-Based approach -in a logical-time synchronised manner.
A. Design Outline
The essential idea of the Range-Based system of routing Range Queries is that each CLP port records the complete value range of all SSVs that can be found beyond it. When a Range Query is issued it is flooded down all ports such that the port's range overlaps the query's range.
For a given Range Query this creates a horizon describing the extent of the query's propagation. All CLPs inside the horizon have had all their SSVs scanned by the query, all CLPs outside the horizon claimed to have no SSVs of interest to the query and were therefore not scanned. The horizon itself consists of a set of ports, each of which records the fact that the query was blocked at that point and did not progress. This simple idea is depicted in Figure 2 where the horizon created by a single Range Query is depicted. The Range Query's existence is recorded explicitly at every CLP inside a propagation horizon. Due to this, any changes to SSV values which change the query's results will be detected at the CLP directly.
Conversely, CLPs outside the horizon have no record of the query's existence and therefore cannot directly determine if changes to SSV values need to rollback the query or not. Instead, CLPs outside the horizon have the responsibility to update the port ranges of neighbouring CLPs. In turn, if a port lies on a horizon, it has the task of detecting whether a range update invalidates the earlier decision not to propagate the query and, if so, rollback the entire Range Query operation. These two rollback conditions (an SSV change inside and horizon and an SSV change outside the horizon causing a portrange change on the horizon) are shown being evaluated and committed in Figure 3 .
B. Logical-Time Range Updates
The system described in the above section is relatively simple. Each CLP simply needs to maintain the range covered by its own SSVs and, whenever they change, determine whether port updates need to be sent to neighbouring CLPs. This requires a simple test: is the (min,max) of the SSV set the same as old (min,max)? In turn these changes will be propagated by neighbouring CLPs if they lead to further ports being invalidated.
However, this simple picture is complicated by the fact that an SSV is not a single value, it is a list of time periods during which the SSV took different values. Correspondingly, the set of SSVs maintained by a CLP describe a sequence of ranges over time. It is therefore not correct to think of a port as having information about a range covered by the SSVs beyond the port, but actually a sequence of Range Periods.
In order to maintain the Range Periods of a neighbouring CLP's port we require a more complex algorithm than the simple (min,max) comparison. Before defining this algorithm we first define some data structures and terminology:
• A RangePeriod (RP) describes a period, starting at a given Logical Time (LT) during which a given set of SSVs fall within the specified range.
• A RangeList is a list of RPs which together describe the coverage of the set of SSVs as it evolves over time.
• Each CLP contains a single RangeList H (denoting 'here') for its own local SSVs and has the responsibility of maintaining this data structure.
• In addition, each port to a neighbouring CLP is labeled with a RangeList covering the set of SSVs in all CLPs beyond this port. These three port RangeLists are termed U , R and L ('up', 'left' and 'right') respectively. It is the responsibilty of the neighbouring CLP to which a port connects to keep this data structure updated. Given these definitions the tasks of the system break down in to three concurrent processes: 1) As write and anti-write messages are received by the CLP, the RangeList H must be maintained. When H changes, the port RangeLists U , R and L must also be checked and, if necessary, updated with these updated propagated to further CLPs. 2) As Range Queries arrive, the RangeLists of the CLP must be used to propagate the query to CLPs with matching SSVs, block it from CLPs without matching SSVs and determine whether the query needs to read local SSVs. 3) As RangeLists are updated (either via Range Updates from neighbouring CLPs, or by write/anti-write messages bound for the local SSV set) Range Queries which were blocked at the time they arrived must be checked to determine whether this decision was correct or not. In the event that it was not, the query must be rolled back.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments presented in this section are designed to analyse the performance over various metrics of the concurrent processes of: Range Query propagation; Synchronisation via Range Query Rollback; and Range Update propagation in response to write/anti-write patterns. These experiments were carried out on a working implementation of the kernel written in C++ using simulation traces to control the read, write and Range Query operations issued by ALPs. The traces themselves were generated using various models implemented with the MWGrid multi-agent simulation toolkit under development at the University of Birmingham (see http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/mwgrid).
A. Range Query Propagation
The first experiment analyses the extent of propagation of a Range Query (how far a query travels through the graph) as a function of two variables: the size of the query; and the range of values covered by each CLP, both measured as a proportion of the size of the simulated world. For this experiment a trace was generated in which:
• A tree of 7 CLPs are initialised, each maintaining 10
SSVs whose values (x, y) lie in a 2-Dimensional radius around a randomly selected central point. The size of the radius corresponds to the SSV Range parameter.
• 8 CLPs (two attached to each leaf CLP) each issue a 2-Dimensional Range Query once per tick with a static position and radius. The radius corresponds to the Range Query size parameter.
The logical view of the simulation layout corresponding to different values of these two variables is shown in Figure 4 . The propagation extent of a Range Query is determined by how quickly the query reaches a port that holds no relevant values beyond it. We therefore hypothesised that, on average, larger queries will propagate further through the CLP graph, and that the larger the range of values CLPs hold, the further the average range query will propagate. We measured propagation extent using the average number of hops a Range Query performs (since processing occurs in parallel at several CLPs, this is taken to be the size of the set of CLPs visited by the query). We also measured the corresponding overall effect on system performance by also recording the average wallclock time between an ALP issuing a Range Query and obtaining the response.
As Figures 6 and 5 both the average hops and wallclock time per query confirm this linear relationship of both Range Query size and SSV value range to the propagation extent of Range Queries.
B. Range Update Rate
The second experiment analyses the relationship between Write operations and the consequent rate at which Range Updates occur. For this experiment ALPs perform no Range Queries and simply issue a single Write operation at each logical time step to one of the SSVs in the simulation. The initial distribution of SSVs to CLPs is random and the choice of which SSV to write at each step is also random. To variables parameterise the traces for this experiment:
• SSVs per-CLP: the number of variables stored by each CLP • Write Delta: when a write is performed the ALP must choose a new value. The write delta is the metric distance Range Updates by a CLP whenever the range covered by the local set of SSVs changes. Accordingly, the hypothesis for this experiment is that Range Updates will be generated more frequently when the SSV set is smaller and when consecutive writes change the value of an SSV by a larger amount. The actual metric used to quantify the frequency of Range Updates is ratio of Range Updates to Write Operations, hereafter termed the 'Range Update Rate'.
As predicted, both parameters are strongly correlated to the Range Update Rate. In the extreme case of a 0-value Write Delta, no Range Updates occur, since the Ranges covered by CLPs never change. As Write Delta rises, each write has a higher chance of causing a Range Update. In the opposite extreme of Write Delta = 8 and SSVs per CLP = 2, every write will cause the local set of the host CLP to change 1 .
C. Rollback Rate
The final experiment considers a more complete trace which contains both Range Query and Write operations, creating the potential for Rollback. For this experiment both the Write Delta Size and the SSVs per CLP were set statically at the values 1 and 8 respectively and the Range Query size varied between 0.1 and 0.5 as a proportion of the size of the simulated world. In these conditions the Range Updates which occur will remain relatively static between consecutive runs. At the same time, the extent of Range Query propagation is expected to increase in proportion to its size, as will the average wallclock time required to complete them (as observed in Section IV-A above). Correspondingly, we predict Range Queries with a large propagation extent through the tree to be more likely to be rolled back and, consequently, increase the overall wallclock time of the simulation. For a given simulation execution the actual probability of a Range Query being rolled back can be estimated as the ratio of AntiMessages to Range Queries, hereafter termed the Rollback Rate. In the absence of other variables we expect this property to be proportional to wallclock time. 1 Note that the local set changing will not necessarily cause the propagation of a Range Update message to a neighbouring CLP, see section III-B.
The correlation between Query Size and Rollback Rate and the corresponding impact on total Execution Time is shown in figure IV-C and strongly agrees with the predictions given above.
In general these experiments indicate the central truth that this paradigm of handling synchronised Range Queries via Range-Based routing ties performance closely to Query and Update patterns. The more dynamic write patterns are -and the more violently these can change the ranges covered by CLPsthe more frequently Range Updates will occur. Concurrently, the larger a proportion of the world a given Range Query covers, the more likely a given Query will be at risk of rollback due to straggler updates in the datastructure. Future work will investigate the potential to mitigate against this volatility through data migration [8] and smarter forms of range maintenance.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a detailed design for logical-time synchronised Range Queries in a parallel simulation kernel. This design is based on a paradigm of routing Queries around a distributed data structure by matching the Query's range predicate against explicitly maintained information about what values lie beyond a given edge in the graph. We have evaluated this design from the perspective of the volatility of the datastructure under different query and update loads and its performance in terms of service latency and execution time under the same loads. We find a strong correlation between the data structure's volatility and its performance as a simulation kernel, suggesting future work focus on techniques which can adaptively reduce this volatility.
